December 13, 2021
The Hon. Stephen Dickson
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20591
Re:

Safe transition to unleaded fuels in general aviation

Dear Administrator Dickson:
We are committed to working with the FAA and industry stakeholders to effect a smart, managed
nationwide transition to unleaded fuels in general aviation aircraft, one with safety at its core. Recent
developments are threatening an organized, safe transition as airports in some of the most densely
populated geographic areas are announcing they will stop providing 100LL within weeks and solely provide
fuels that are not approved for use in the entire piston GA fleet.
We are deeply concerned about rushed timing and an increased risk of misfuelling in an airport network
with fragmenting fuel supply. Please use the FAA’s aviation safety mandate to prohibit individual
airports from interrupting the availability of 100LL and stifling the cooperative industry-government
effort to safely transition the entire general aviation fleet to unleaded fuels. It is vital to public safety to
mitigate risks for pilots and passengers and for the people and property on the ground during this
transition.
Misfuelling risks are already high where visually similar airframes require different types of fuel (i.e. a twin
Cessna 421 uses 100LL and a twin Cessna 441 uses JetA and, in the past 7 years, there have been 4 fatalities
and 3 injuries due to Cessna 421 misfuellings). Risks and complexities around misfuelling are suddenly
skyrocketing. For example, some popular piston aircraft models (i.e. Beechcraft Bonanzas) are fleets in
which some aircraft have engines that can use unleaded fuel and other aircraft do not. Furthermore,
aircraft that do have engines capable at this time of using unleaded fuel require an STC before doing so
and there is much outreach and education needed for the owners of these aircraft.

Piston aircraft with high performance, high compression engines consume 75% of the 100LL sold in the
U.S. Many of these engines are not approved to use unleaded fuels currently available in the marketplace.
Misfuelling renders aircraft unairworthy from both safety and regulatory standpoints. Engine failures from
misfuellings often occur at critical phases of flight, such as on takeoff and climb out, and NTSB accident
reports document the grim outcomes. Unlike automobiles, if an aircraft has engine trouble, it cannot
simply pull over to the side of the road. The automobile industry took time to safely transition to unleaded
fuels and was successful, and the aviation industry must do the same.
We are committed to continued work with the FAA to see the fleetwide transition to unleaded fuels
succeed in a safe and expeditious manner.
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